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The Management and Staff Members
Congratulate

Department of Electrical and Electronics EngineeringStudents
who secured the rank in

Anna University Examinations

   Ms. RIA JAMES                      Ms.G SOWBAKYA

  Rank: 9                          Rank: 13
         CGPA: 9.13                         CGPA: 9.07
                                    D/O Mr. JAMES P M                                        D/O Mr. S.GUNASEKARAN
                                   Mrs. REENA JAMES                                                        Mrs.G SHANTI

CASH PRIZE: Rs 25,000/- each

Hard work pays off and you have proved it!!!!!!!!!!!
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          To become a well renowned department in the field of Electrical and Electronics

Engineering by imparting knowledge and inculcating ethical values to serve the global

society.

     The department strives to

M1:To inculcate knowledge of fundamental principles and make the students

competent in the field of Electrical and Electronics Engineering.

M2:To upgrade students technical knowledge through industry-interaction.

M3:To enhance the professional skills of designing, leadership, management with

ethical standards for a successful career.

M4:To provide research and intellectual resources for the challenges faced by the

industry and mankind.

PSO 1: Our graduates will be able to understand the basic concepts related to

engineering and technology with enhanced problem solving skills.

PSO 2: Our graduates, with high proficiency in Electrical and Electronics Engineering

will be able to exhibit technical knowledge in industrial and entrepreneurial focus.

PSO 3: Our graduates can translate the effects of professional values and ethics in

accordance with Electrical and Electronics Engineering domain, to create sustained

environment for social growth.

Vision of the department

Mission of the department

Program Specific Objectives
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A.P.VIGNESH & V.SUBASH VISHVANATH, II Year, EEE B

Y EEE???

EEE is one of the most fundamental and important branch. Many

branches  were  emerged  from EEE,  if  you  have  strong  foundation  in

EEE subjects you have peaceful life as all electronic equipment will

take care of  protection of  equipment once you are into core job you

can live rest of life in peacefully as salaries paid to electrical

engineers are quite good you will  have some lesser work compare to

other branches.

- Graduate in EEE cango for diverse field like PSU (public service undertaking)

job, core sector like constructive,steel,IT, consultancy, etc. . . .

- It give you opportunity to explore consultancy domain, eligibility to civil

UPSC (Union Public Service Commission), IES (Indian Engineering Service).

- OPT () for electrical engineering paper as optional in UPSC and IAS

examinations these are not common for all branches only for some branches,

EEE one of these branches.

HIGHER EDUCATIONAL PROSPECTS:
1.  You  can  go  for  MTech/ME  after  graduation  from  IIT,  NIT  and  even  complete  Mtech  in  DGFS
course BARC.
2. You can opt for PGDIE (post graduate Diploma in Industrial Engineering) from NITIE, Mumbai
after  QUALIFYING  GATE  and  have  good  pay  package  from  SCM  (supply  chain  management
companies).
3.  You  can  also  do  M  tech  in  QROR  from  ISI  Kolkata.ISI-MTECH  (QROR)  after  appearing  in
Entrance Exams.
GOVERNMENT OPPORTUNITIES:
1. A rank within 500 in GATE EEE paper opens opportunities in IOCL,BBNL, NTPC, ONGC, NLC,

PGCIL, BPCL, and other MAHARATNAS, NAVRATNAS PSU.
2. You can also opt for STATE PSUs where a more vacancies are from civil, mechanical, Electrical
.state PSUs like TSGENCO, MAHADISCOM, TSTRANSCO, TSNPDCL and state public service OPSC,
UKPSSC etc., which conduct their own exams for AEE recruitment.Opportunities to ion in Bureau
of Indian Standards Scientist B,National Productivity Council, GRSE, ISRO(Electronics scientist).

Know	Your	Facts!!!!	
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Some “Positives” and
“Negatives” of “Electrical”
and “Electronics”
Terminologies
Sounds quirky right?
Then let’s take a sneak peek into some
electrical engineering terminologies
when used in combination will give
quite unusual meanings.
Positive Electron and Negative Proton
Ever wondered such terms even exist?
Now, let’s have a look into it.
Negative protons, also called as
antiproton, subatomic particle of the
same mass as a proton but having a
negative electric charge and
oppositely directed magnetic moment.
Similarly, a positive electron is an
elementary particle having the same
mass and magnitude of charge as an
electron but exhibiting a positive
charge: the antiparticle of the electron
– “positron”.
Paul Dirac, in 1927, coined these
antiparticles as ‘antiproton’ and
‘positron’.
Dirac received the Nobel Prize for his
1928 publication of his Dirac equation
that predicted the existence of positive
and negative solutions to the Energy
Equation (E=mc2) of Einstein and the
existence of the positron, the
antimatter analog to the electron, with
positive charge and opposite spin.
Another  fact  is  that  when  an
antiproton hits a proton it annihilates
with  a  completeburst  of  energy,  and
the same occurs for antielectron.
Negative Resistance
It is a property of some electrical
circuits and devices in which a
voltage rise across the device's
terminals results in a decrease in
electric current through it.This is in
contrast to an ordinary resistor in
which an increase of applied voltage
causes a proportional increase in
current due to Ohm's law, resulting in
a positive resistance. While a positive
resistance consumes power from
current passing through it, a negative
resistance produces power.

Under certain conditions it can
increase the power of an electrical
signal, amplifying it. Hence,
negative resistance is one reason
behind an active element.
Fluorescent lamp is an example for
negative resistance.
Positive Grounding
This is in contrast to the negative
grounding, seen primarily in car
batteries and in telecom sectors. The
only difference here is that the
equipment is connected to the
positive terminal of the battery.
Reasons? Ambiguous, not found,
cited historically. However, reasons
are attributed to prevention of
corrosion.
Negative Supply
We all know that electric power
supplies are in general based on DC
voltage or AC voltage, but what
about negative supply? The fact here
is that convention alone is varied, in
such a way thatthere is negative
voltage across load. Reasons? Here
they are… 1) Negative polarity
reduces electrolytic corrosion
problems with underground cables
and conduits which were lead
sheathed.
2) Negative voltages are safer for
human body while doing Telecom
based  activities.  ...  In  that  case,
negative voltages (lack of electrons)
neutralize positive charges and
prevent excessive heat.

Happy Learning!

Srinivasan R
IV EEE – C

OUR PUZZLE

CORNER #1
An	 electric	 train	 is	
travelling	 from	
Manchester	 to	 Liverpool	
in	south	west	direction	at	
200km/hr.	
The	 wind	 is	 blowing	
south	east	at	125km/hr.	
In	 which	 direction	 does	
the	smoke	blow????	

	

&

A.P.Vignesh&	 V.Subash	
vishvanath.	 (II	 EEE	 B	
Sec)	
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Is there a better treatment

for CANCER???

There is......

iKNIFE – Intelligent Knife

In today’s world cancer

patients undergo long

painful periods of

treatment and here

iKNIFE provides an

optimal solution for this.

A better innovative step

forward!!!!

Onkoknife, iKnife,

or intelligent scalpel is

a surgical knife, which tests

tissue  as  it  contacts  it

during an operation, and

immediately gives

information  as  to  whether

that tissue

contains cancer cells. Durin

g a surgery this information

is  given  continuously  to  the

surgeon, significantly

accelerating biological tissue

analysis and enabling

removal of virtually all

cancer cells. Electroknives

have been in use since the

1920s and smart knife

Surgery is not limited only to

cancer diseases, but the

iKnife is limited to cancer

cell detection but will be

extended to other fields of

medicine.

THE STARTUP:

It wasZoltán Takáts, Ph.D.,

a Hungarian research chemi

st associated

with Semmelweis University,

in Budapest, invented

the intelligent surgical knife.

He currently, is a Professor

of Analytical Chemistry

at Imperial College

London (UK).

The primary aim of Dr.Zoltan

was to reduce the overall

period of cancer treatment

HOW IT WORKS????

iKNIFE consists of

electrosurgical knife

connected to a mass

spectrometer. It works on

two major principles Electro

surgery and Mass

spectrometry. Electro

surgery involves operating an

affected tissue using

electrically heated knife.

Vapours of tissue are

generated and passed on to

the mass spectrometer (MS).

Mass spectrometer is an

instrument used to analyze

the chemical composition of

biological tissues by

calculating  the  mass  to

charge ratio of ionized

Molecules. In this case, the

ionized molecules are the

vapours released from

thetissues. There lies various

procedures and analysis

hidden behind this.

The  MS  contains  a

database which holds the

large number of tissue

samples of both cancerous

and healthy patients. So, the

tissue composition from the

vapours is compared with the

samples  the  result  is

displayed. RED indicates

cancerous, GREEN as healthy

tissue  and  YELLOW  as

partially cancerous.

So,  the  overall  outline  is  that

the tissue under observation

is  cut,  the  vapour  is

generated, passed through

the tube to MS, analyzed and

the result is displayed which

takes just few

seconds.ELECTRIC FACTS:

Removal of more

cancerous tissue while

reducing the damage to

nearby healthy tissue

than current electroknife

procedures.

Edges of tumors can be

detected more precisely.

Painless period of
treatment. Reduces the
risk of post-
surgicaltreatment such as
chemotherapy, to  a
certain extent.
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Wireless power transmission

Would it not be better that your
mobile or laptop gets charged
without the use of wires? True
that it may be the dream of
many people especially those
who come under the “lazy
people “category. But apart
from this fact, the wireless
power  transmission  can  be
loads better than the use of
wires.

Wires can be a real messy job if
not arranged properly. They
may get entangled and lead to
various problems. Like you
may be disconnecting one
appliance but accidently
disconnect another because the
wires are so much mixed that it
is difficult to distinguish
between the two wire sources.
This  may  not  be  a  problem  at
times but at others it can lead to
huge errors and mistakes.

Transmission Ways

Power can be transmitted
wirelessly in three ways:

Radio Waves: These waves
have  been  found  able  to
transmit mille-watts of power
up  to  a  distance  of  15  meters.
This technology is new being
employed  to  recharge  small
portable devices which include
mobile phones and laptops.

Laser: The use of laser
technology to transmit power
wirelessly has so far shown
only 15% efficacy. Beams of
laser are tangeted on photocells
which convert the light energy
into electrical energy and thus
power is produced.So far the
application of this
meansstretches	

Stretches as far as lamps and
speakers.

Magnetic Induction: Both radio
waves and laser have
applications only for the
devices that require small
amounts of power to operate

What about those requiring
large amounts of electricity. For
such devices magnetic
induction is used to transmit the
power without using wires. The
power loss during such a
transmission is as much as 30%.

Although this technology is
being looked forward to by
many people but there are still
some reservations to be settled
before this tech is widely
applied to applications. Like
there is no knowledge so far
that how increased exposure to
magnetic field can affect.
Another issue to be resolved yet
is the efficiency of the process.
With the current stats much
favor is not turned towards this
tech and huge amounts of
improvement are still required
before it is applied at mass
level.

V.M.Harenitha
EEE-“A”
III year

•The instrument is highly

selective, able to delineate

the necessary extent of the

surgical site through

providing relevant and

objective information,

without greatly affecting

general surgical protocols

•The iKnife provides greater

safety than conventional

instruments

•It  enables shorter times for

surgeries

•The  iKnife  provides  more

information to the surgeon

•It reduces expenses for

surgeries

L.UMAYAL
IV- year
EEE-“C”
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1 -A 1.5 Billion Project!

NASA's $1.5 billion Parker Solar Probe mission was on its way into the heavens, in

a whole lot of style.

If all goes according to plan, the Parker Solar Probe will fly through the sun's outer

atmosphere, or corona, 24 times over the next seven years. The spacecraft will get

within 3.83 million miles (6.16 million kilometers) of the solar surface, zooming

through space at up to 430,000 mph (690,000 km/h) during these close flybys.

No other spacecraft has ever gotten closer to the sun than 27 million miles (43

million km) or traveled faster than 165,000 mph (265,000 km/h).

The data gathered by the Parker Solar Probe during these close encounters should

help scientists solve some long-standing solar mysteries, NASA officials have said

— for example, why the corona is so much hotter than the solar surface, and how

the particles that make up the solar wind are accelerated to their tremendous

speeds. (These subatomic bits are moving between 900,000 mph and 1.8 million

mph, or 1.45 million and 2.9 million km/h, by the time they reach Earth.)

Those data will start arriving in early November, when the probe makes its first

solar close approach. However, an orbit-sculpting flyby of Venus in late September

should yield interesting information about the second planet from the sun.

2 - Google is working on a “Face Match” feature for Google Assistant!

Google App 8.16 recently rolled out on the Google Play Store, but there aren’t any

new features for users to care about. Within the app’s code, however, are hints that

Google may be working on a “Face Match” feature for Google Assistant. While we

aren’t entirely sure what this new feature will be used for, we’re sure that it’s

distinct from the “Trusted Face” feature that has been around in Google Play

Services for years. “Face Match” is likely an enhanced version of the existing

Trusted Face feature, an upgrade for which is definitely needed since Trusted Face

is outdated and insecure.

- Rohith Raja Senduran M
EEE - B (2nd year)

All new news is old news happening to new people - Malcom Muggeridge
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WiTricity… the
future of energy
transfer!
If  you  buy  a  2016  Toyota  Prius,  you
won’t need to worry about keeping
your hybrid car charged, just get the
option for wireless power transfer
that  lets  you  drive  into  your  garage
and have your battery automatically
topped up from a pad on the floor. A
year  or  two  from  now  you’ll  also  be
able to purchase laptops, tablets,
mobile phones and other consumer
electronic devices that don’t need
any wires, because their power needs
will be met by wireless transmission.

“Instead of having a different
charging  cord  for  every  device  you
own, you can have one location
where you put your mobile phone or
your laptop, and it will stay charged
automatically,” says Morris Kesler,
chief technology officer at WiTricity
of Watertown, Mass.

“There’s no reason that these devices
need  a  cord  anymore.”  WiTricity,  an
MIT spinoff, offers highly resonant
wireless power transfer technology
that “is applicable in any situation
where  a  device  has  a  cord  or  a
battery that needs to be charged,”
Kesler says. An idea that resonated in
magnetic induction, an alternating
magnetic  field  is  generated  in  a
transmitter coil and then converted
into electrical current in a receiver
coil. Wireless power systems that
exploit this technique have been
around for decades, with cordless
toothbrushes offering one example.
Raditional wireless power systems
based on magnetic induction come
with severe operational limitations,
especially in transfer distance and

Positioning.

 “The use of resonance enables
efficient use of energy transfer over
greater distances and with greater
positional freedom than you get
with a traditional inductive system,”
says Kesler.

“For example, your cordless
toothbrush only works when the
toothbrush is in the holder.
Resonance technology lets you
move that receiver farther apart and
still transfer energy efficiently, and
the  orientation  of  the  device  is  less
critical than it is in a traditional
system. You also can transfer energy
from one source to more than one
device, the source and the devices
don’t have to be the same size, and
you can charge through materials
like tables.” Most importantly, “the
technology allows you to charge
things without even thinking about
it,” he emphasizes. “You put your
device on table or a workspace, and
it charges as you go.”

Like other magnetic inductive power
transmissions, the WiTricity
technology interacts only very
weakly with the human body, Kesler
adds. From a safety perspective, it
satisfies the same regulatory limits
as common household electronics
and appliances. As the holder of the
foundational patents, WiTricity is
helping to drive standardization
efforts around wireless power
transfer over distance using
magnetic resonance, including those
for automobiles run by the Society
of Automotive Engineers and those
for consumer electronics pursued by
the  Alliance  for  Wireless  Power,
whose Rezence specification
incorporates WiTricity technology.
Powering up under difficult
conditions.

 In addition to offering compelling
increases in convenience for cars
and consumer electronics, the
WiTricity technology will provide
dramatic enhancements in
applications where power is
difficult to deliver.

“The market has started to catch
up with the technology now, and
we are working on standardized
licensing agreements to make it
easier  for  our  customers  to  put  it
into practice,” he says. The firm
develops prototypes and
reference designs that help
licensees get started on their
applications, and offer the WiCAD
simulation environment, a design
tool that allows companies to
create specifications for their
designs virtually before building
expensive prototypes. WiTricity
also sells demonstration products
that allow companies considering
the technology to see it in action.
“Additionally, at our facility, we
can demonstrate the technology
in ways that are difficult to explain
on a piece of paper,” Kesler says.
“Usually when people see the
technology they say, ‘Wow, that
looks  like  magic,  how  you  do
that?’

Sooraj Kumar S
III Year

EEE – “C”
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As science grows day by
day, so does the demand
for energy. With the
energy and environmental
problems becoming
increasingly serious,
renewable and
environmental friendly
energy draws more
attention over the world.
In that aspect, solar
energy is a free,
inexhaustible resource
but  one  of  the  major
drawback being its
unavailability during
rainy and cloudy weather.
This problem has been
overcome by using a
hybrid solar panel that
can generate electricity
from both falling
raindrops and sun. This
hybrid panel is an
integration of solar cells
with TENG-
TriboelectricNanogenera
tor via a mutual
electrode.

This new device,
demonstrated in a
laboratory at Soochow
University in China,

Places two transparent
polymer layers to form a
TENG on top of a solar
photovoltaic cell.

The top layer consists of
a polymer called
polydimethylsiloxane(PD
MS),while the lower
layer is made of
poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene):
poly(styrenesulfonate)(P
EDOT:PSS).The top
layer gets activated
when drops of water land
on  it  and  roll  off,
bringing the polymer into
contact with the lower
layer. The PEDOT: PSS
film acts as a mutual
electrode between the
TENG and the solar cell
and conducts energy
from  the  former  to  the
later. Since the polymers
are transparent, the
solar cells still generate
energy when it’s sunny.

Kaushikha Chandrasekar
III EEE-B

NEW SOLAR
PANELS CAN
GENERATE
ENERGY FROM
RAINDROP
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SMART HOUSE

Smart  house  is  the
integration of technology
and services through
home networking for a
better quality of living.

 With the evolving, once
the realm of science
fiction,  and  the  smart
house – a fully automated,
centrally controlled house
is now a reality.

There are two types of
system based technology.
They are

Wired / Wireless
Centralized /
Distributed system

This smart house
technology can really
improve the basic needs
for  human.  From  the  time
of  wake  up  till  sleeping,
smart house technology
can  help  people  in
different ways like
maintaining the food
quantity, security around
the house, maintaining
the electricity etc. . . .

The smart house system
always gives a notification
to the owner or user about
any issues which is
happening in the house.

Working of smart house

The smart house
can be controlled in many
ways either by using
phones or using gesture or
separating  a  room  for  the
control in the house. The
smart house always
isawake even though the
user or the owner went to
sleep.

Using smart house by
phone

Features of smart house

1. Controlled exterior &
interior lighting

2. Automated window &
curtain

3. Automated garage door
4. Video Home security
5. & audio system
6. Telephony system
7. Home energy

management system.
The smart house needs

more electricity for that
we  can  use  the  solar
energy i.e. solar cell
/solar panel.

Solar panel in
smart house

Finally keep in mind that
technology is rapidly
changing. It is important to
recognize how technology
is changing how we
function within our
households.

The smart house
technology is not in India
.But  it  will  come  in  near
future.

Mithraguna.M
II year EEE-B
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DEPARTMENT WITH A
BIOLOGICAL PARAMETER

TO MEET THE GLOBAL
GOAL

It’s not just a moment to say that
we the student of Electrical and
Electronics Engineering  and proud
to  that  are  the  one  who  is  going  to
lighten up the earth in fore coming
years as well as the creator of newer
technologies.

“IS THAT ONLY EEE STUDENTS
DEAL WITH ELECTRICAL AND

ELECTRONIC STUFFS THESE DAYS”

Not at  all  our  view is  all  about  the
biological techniques that make us
do certain things we do is just the
response to the stimuli that make us
to  do  the  things  respective  of  our
command

“IN CAUSE BODY IS MADE UP OF
ELECTRICAL SIGNALS”

For a second you may think off
such that what is the motto of the
writer here and what he tries to tell
us with this one, wait for the
moment to reveal what is about. It is
just about the finite amount of
electric current is generated in our
body to perform the actions
respectively, they are just the
impulses created with respect to the
stimuli and the neuron transmitter
takes away the signal from the
‘Central  Nervous  System  ’  of  the
body to the ‘Brain’ within fraction of
nanoseconds.

There are many channels
responsible for the excitation of the
channel. The main responsible for
the transmission is the gated ‘Cation
Channels’. Which are the positive
charge carriers in which it has the
advanced mode of feedback
mechanism that is not producing
any negative charges inside our
body.

CAN NERVE SIGNALS GET DELAYED”

Membrane potential is responsible
for the transmission delay in the
nerve signals which is known as the
difference between two plasma
faces. This potential is generated
involving ‘Electro genic pumps’
present in mitochondria. This creates
a difference such a way the passage
is delayed and can also fastened
using this difference.

“Fact: Transmission of nerve impulses
travels in a speed of 100m/sec”

“WHAT IS ACTION POTENTIAL”

The transmission of electrical
voltages across the membrane in the
form of transient charges .These
potential gradients are generated in
our body. The beauty is that it is
created during the transmission
taking place inside the neuron”
where  K+  ion  concentration  is  20
times higher than the outside
membrane ”after the process of
transmission neurons reach their
resting potential which is constantly
maintained at           -60mV after the
transmission .

HERE RAISES ANOTHER QUESTION

Is it possible to maintain a constant
potential difference in human body
where it consists of many works to
complete and just for consideration
there are certain nerves which are
activated once in a year or once in a
life time so the potential is there
maintained constantly which is taken
whenever the potential is required
and in this way the potential is
maintained.

IS THAT THERE SOMETING LIKE
ELECTRICALLY EXITABLE CELLS??

You may think there is nothing other
than transmission of signal to the
brain and only the electrical signal do
inour body

Not  at  all,  the  action  of  electrical
signal causes the body metabolism
to run smoother as you consider for
living such as muscle, endocrine
glands and egg cells. Which are the
places where unmalenated axons
are present to dissipate the energy
threw out the coinciding
unmalenated axons present.

HERE COMES THE FINAL
QUESTION?????

HUMAN BODY IS A CONDUCTOR,
INSULATOR OR DIFFERENT FORM
OR MIXTURE OF SOMETHING.....

This may be the boomerang answer
for the question that every one of u
know the outer structure of the
body is an insulator that prevents us
from the external stimuli, which
indeed something is converting the
stimuli into electrical impulse with
the help of chemicals as which
responses to the electrical signal
where  it  gets  transmitted  and
reaches the brain finally and
response in action without
knowingly our brain is working out.
HUMAN BODY IS A...............??

HOW THE ELCETRICAL SIGNAL IS
DISSIPATED AS REQUIRED AND
THERE IS NO LOSS DURING THE

TRANSMISSION.......???

Here	comes	the	way	why	electrical	
engineering	students	want	to	know	
everything,	 mainly	 this	 thing	
fascinates	 the	 student	 of	electrical	
engineering	 were	 we	 are	 now	
linking	 up	 bioelectrical,	
electrochemistry	 and	 many	 other	
things	 together	 which	 fascinates	
me	 a	 lot	 to	 learn	 in	 this	 field	 and	
what	 to	 pursue	our	 higher	 studies	
and	 my	 project	 in	 this	 field	which	
creates	 me	 a	 good	 way	 to	 lighten	
up	 my	 country,	 which	 is	 the	 main	
goal	to	an	engineer.	

	

	
DHANUSH	G,	

II	Year,	EEE-	A	
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ROLE OF ELECTRONICS IN
DEFENSE

As days go by, the role of electronics in Defense
systems becomes more and moreimportant. This is
because of the growing application of sophisticated
electronictechnology in Defense equipment...

Defense Research and Development Organization
(DRDO) has developed a largenumber of electronic
materials, devices and components that have helped
thecountry in achieving self-reliance to a considerable
extent in Defense electronics. These developments
have resulted to enhance the strength of our Armed
Force.
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL), is the premier
defense electronics company inIndia. From the initial
production of Transceivers for Indian Army’s
radiocommunication equipment, including high-tech
products such as radars, sonars, communication
equipment, electronic warfare equipment, tank
electronics, and components.
ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND COMPONENTS
BY DRDO:
1) Integrated Circuits:
Integrated circuits (ICs) are increasingly being used in
microwave systems. Themain aim of IC is to reduce
weight and size of the systems and increase
thespeed of signal processing. A variety of IC circuits
are used in radarcommunication and missile guidance
for several applications.
2) Wave Communication:
DRDO has developed a few wave communication
systems covering a maximum range up to 20 km with
clear LOS under severe radio interference environment.
Thesystem can be used for point-to-point
communication up to 120 voice channels.
3) Components for Radar & Communication:
Several leading technologies have been developed and
exploited to realize operationalsystems.

For example, high power transmitters have been
realizedusing resonance cavity power and hybrid
power combining techniques at 35 GHzand 94 GHz.

4) Ground Mine:
The processor-based ground mine (PBGM) is a
microprocessor- controlled advanced mine to be
laid either by a surface ship or launched from a
submarine. It is classified as an intelligent mine
as it can assess and quantify the environment
and accurately identify and destroy actual
targets.

Recently BEL is handed over the Artillery Combat
and Control Systems, which ithad developed in
association with DRDO to the Indian Army. Some other
productsthat were executed recently include:

High Power High Frequency (HF) Communication
Sets.

Ultra High Frequency (UHF) Handheld Radio.
UHF Radio Relays, Upgraded Fire Control Systems
Ship borne and Airborne Electronic Warfare Systems

The company is decided to increase its product profile
and turnover in the comingyears. The company has in
fact drawn an ambitious plan to double its present
Turnover to 100 billion by 2018-19. Under this plan,
the major segments thatwould contribute in
increasing revenue are radar, communications
andelectronics warfare. To achieve the target, it has
set up Development andEngineering teams to work
closely with the armed forces for certain major projects.
Conclusion:
The Indian defense system have lots of manpower but
also not able to produce thethings which compete the
other countries, the major problems that Indiandefense
System  is  facing  is  the  lack  of  latest  technology,  &
moreover the projects whichrequires lot to time to
implement.

&

AVINASH S&ARIYASH K G
II Year, EEE A
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TESLA’S MISSION IS TO ACCELERATE THE WORLD’S

TRANSITION TO SUSTAINABLE ENERGY

Tesla was founded in 2003 by a group of engineers who

wanted to prove that people didn’t need to compromise to

drive electric – that electric vehicles can be better, quicker

and more fun to drive than gasoline cars. Today, Tesla

builds not only all-electric vehicles but also infinitely

scalable clean energy generation and storage products. Tesla

believes the faster the world stops relying on fossil fuels and

moves towards a zero-emission future, the better.

Launched in 2008, the Roadster unveiled Tesla’s cutting-

edge battery technology and electric powertrain. From there,

Tesla designed the world’s first ever premium all-electric

sedan  from  the  ground  up  –  Model  S  –  which  has  become

the best car in its class in every category. Combining safety,

performance, and efficiency, Model S has reset the world’s

expectations for the car of the 21st century with the longest

range of any electric vehicle, over-the-air software updates

that make it better over time, and a record 0-60 mph

acceleration time of 2.28 seconds as measured by Motor

Trend. In 2015, Tesla expanded its product line with Model

X, the safest, quickest and most capable sport utility vehicle

in history that holds 5-star safety ratings across every

category from the National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration. Completing CEO Elon Musk’s “Secret

Master Plan,” in 2016, Tesla introduced Model 3, a low-

priced, high-volume electric vehicle that began production in

2017. Soon after, Tesla unveiled the safest, most

comfortable truck ever – Tesla Semi – which is designed to

save owners at least $200,000 over a million miles based on

fuel costs alone.

Tesla’s vehicles are produced at its factory in Fremont,

California, where the vast majority of the vehicle’s

components are also made. As Tesla continues to expand its

product line, Tesla’s production plan is also set to increase to

a rate of 500,000 vehicles a year by 2018. To create an entire

sustainable energy ecosystem, Tesla also manufactures a

unique set of energy solutions, Powerwall, Powerpack and

Solar Roof, enabling homeowners, businesses, and utilities

to manage renewable energy generation, storage, and

consumption.

Supporting Tesla’s automotive and energy products is

Gigafactory 1 – a facility designed to significantly

reduce battery cell costs and, by 2018, produce more

lithium-ion batteries annually than were produced

worldwide in 2013. By bringing cell production in-

house, Tesla manufactures batteries at the volumes

required to meet production goals, while creating

thousands of jobs.

And this is just the beginning. With Tesla building its

most  affordable  car  yet,  Tesla  continues  to  make

products accessible and affordable to more and more

people, ultimately accelerating the advent of clean

transport and clean energy production. Electric cars,

batteries, and renewable energy generation and storage

already exist independently, but when combined, they

become even more powerful – that’s the future we

want.

BALAJI L              DIWAKAR S

IV Year, EEE A
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THE WAR
OF
CURRENTS
            Edison, treated as one
of  the  best  inventors  of  his
period, not wanting to lose the
royalties he was earning from
his direct current patents,
began a campaign to discredit
alternating current. At this
time Westinghouse, one of the
wealthiest persons came to the
rescue of Tesla and helped
him to start Tesla Electrics in
opposition to Edison electrics
at the same place in New york.

           There were many
clashes between D.C and A.C
inventors and both started to
promote their own inventions.
Edison started  spreading
misinformation saying that
alternating current was more
dangerous,  even  going  so  far
as to publicly electrocute stray
animals using alternating
current  to  prove  his  point.  In
order to take the rivalry to the
next level, Edison electrocuted
a  prisoner  by  passing  A.C
shock waves.

            The Chicago World’s
Fair  --  also  known  as  the
World’s Columbian Exposition
--  took  place  in  1893,  at  the
height of the Current War.
General Electric bid to electrify
the fair using Edison’s direct
current for $554,000, but lost
to George Westinghouse, who
said  he  could  power  the  fair
for only $399,000 using
Tesla’s alternating current.
That  same  year,  the  Niagara
Falls Power Company decided
to award Westinghouse -- who
had licensed Tesla’s polyphase
AC  induction  motor  patent  --
the contract to generate power
from Niagara Falls. Although
some  doubted  that  the  falls
could power all of Buffalo, New
York, Tesla was convinced it
could power not only Buffalo,
but also the entire Eastern
United States. On Nov. 16,

As  Edison  was  not  able  to
accept his failure, he became
depressed. Considering the
welfare of Edison Electrics
Company, the board members
stole the patent of Tesla
without the knowledge of
Edison. By this time Edison
Electrics was changed to
General Electrics and Edison
was demoted from his
position. General Electrics had
decided  to  jump  on  the
alternating current train, too.

             The main drawback of
Edison was his egotism. Tesla,
on  the  other  hand
concentrated in his invention
and was finally able to
succeed.  It  would  appear  that
alternating current obliterated
direct current, but in recent
years direct current has seen a
bit of a renaissance.

             Today our electricity
is still predominantly powered
by alternating current, but
computers, LEDs, solar cells
and electric vehicles all run on
DC  power.  And  methods  are
now available for converting
direct current to higher and
lower voltages. Since direct
current is more stable,
companies are finding ways of
using high voltage direct
current (HVDC) to transport
electricity long distances with
less electricity loss.

              So it appears the War
of the Currents may not be
over  yet.  But  instead  of
continuing in  a  heated AC vs.
DC battle, it looks like the two
currents will end up working
parallel to each other in a sort
of  hybrid  armistice  and  none
of that would be possible
without the genius of both
Tesla and Edison.

Rachael Pelshia. R
Ramya. S
IV EEE -C

            Starting in the late 1880s,
Thomas Edison and Nikola
Tesla were embroiled in a battle
now known as the War of the
Currents.

Edison developed Direct current
-- current that runs continually in a
single direction, like in a battery
or a fuel cell. During the early
years of electricity, direct current
was the standard in the U.S. But
there was one problem. Direct
current cannot be easily converted
into higher and lower voltages.

Tesla was born in an Australian
Empire, after his studies he was
really interested in electricity. In
order to fulfil his dreams he
decided to join in Edison
Electrics. The first challenging
task given to Tesla was to reduce
the  noise  produced  in  a
D.C.Generator. Taking the task
seriously, Tesla submitted the
report within two days and
impressed Edison. Working in
Edison’s company Tesla
discovered a new current—
Alternating current. Tesla
believed that alternating current
(or AC) was the solution to
overcome the disadvantages of
D.C. Alternating current reverses
direction a certain number of
times per second and can be
converted to different voltages
relatively easily using a
transformer without any power
losses.
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Our Puzzle Corner #2
I encountered a puzzle for which I am sure of the answer.
It’s simple:
Which cow will survive? Why? Assume that single strike of lightning is 1020 electrons.

SUBIKCHA PASUPATHY
II Year,EEE-B

OurPuzzle Corner # 3
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Across

2. What current is measured in?

5. A device for disconnecting a circuit.

9. Lots of sockets connected together. (4,4) (2 words)

12. One of the towers that carries electricity around the country.

13. Device for stepping voltages up or down.

16. What the colored plastic coating on wire is called.

17. The way the current in a domestic supply constantly changes.

18. A resistor that reacts to heat.

20. The bit that remains stationary in a motor.

22. Measures waveforms.

23. The study and use of semi-conductors.

26. Make connection by pushing it in.

28. The action of removing the insulation from wire.

31. A device that gives DC electrical energy from chemicals.

33. An attractive force that makes motors and other stuff work.

34. Melt it to fix components to the board.

35. Light emitter - one way too!

36. Unit of resistance.

39. Tool that grips and cuts sometimes.

44. The wire melts to protect you.

45. Something that replenishes a battery's energy.

46. An abbreviation for a light sensitive device.

Down

1. Electromotive force and potential difference is measured in this.

3. What gives us turning power from electricity?

4. A unit that gives off light from an element.

6. Something that is good at passing a current.

7. A device that produces electricity.

8. The points where we attach wires or components together.

10. What we use to measure electrical energy.

11. A component that limits the flow of current.

13. Semi-conductor with 3 connections to it.

14. A type of lighting tube.

15. The box with all the fuses or circuit breakers in. (8,4) (2 words)

19. The unit of inductance.

21. Something that is bad at passing a current.

24. A device that stores electrical charge.
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25. What most cables are made from?

27. A tool that squashes a connection onto a wire.

29. The unit of capacitance.

30. Full wave or half wave device to change AC to DC.

32. A portable supply of light.

34. Something you get when touching high voltage.

37. Abbreviation for a protective device.

38. Current only flows one way through this component

40. The bit that turns in a motor.

41. Popular brand of insulation tester.

42. Take the plug!

43. Another name for wire.

N.Dhaarani

IV EEE A
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ANSWER

Solution for Puzzle Corner #1

There is no smoke from an electric train.

Solution for Puzzle Corner #2

The left cow will survive because the lightning doesn’t cross her: She has only one hoof on the ground so the
current can’t flow through her.

The right cow will die because she have 2 hoofs on the ground and the current will flow from the first(from

left)to the right .That will happen if the impedance of the cow is lower than the impedance of the ground

between the 2 hoofs.

Solution for Puzzle Corner # 3
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Nov/Dec 2017 Anna University Examinations

IV Year (Batch: 2014-2018)
VII Semester

SL. NO NAME OF THE STUDENT CGPA
1. RAVINDRA BABU T 8.94
2. VENKATA JYOTSNA R 8.78
3. SWETHA S 8.74
4. PREMKUMAR R 8.55
5. SHERIN INIYA S 8.53
6. KREESHMA R 8.50
7. AISWARAYA R 8.49

8. PREETHI B 8.48

9. SUNANTHAA JAYASEELAN 8.40
10. KETSY JOY Y V 8.37

III Year (Batch: 2015-2019)
V Semester

SL. NO NAME OF THE STUDENT CGPA
1. VIJAY S 8.92
2. PRAISY GOLD G 8.60
3. SANGEETHA S 8.56
4. SINDHUJA E 8.55
5. RAJASRIDEVI V 8.54
6. SRINIVASAN R 8.49
7. KAMALEE G 8.48
8. HARINI LAXMI P 8.43

9. UMAYAL L 8.40
10. AVINASH H R 8.39

11. SUBASHINI S 8.36

12. RAHMATHULLAH M F 8.33

II Year (Batch: 2016-2020)
III Semester

SL. NO NAME OF THE STUDENT CGPA
1. SHREYA DEEP DUBEY 8.72
2. SRIVATCHAN M 8.44
3. KOWSALYA V 8.41
4. ALI AHMED KHAN 8.35
5. SHARMY S 8.31

Department Topper
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Nov/Dec 2017 Anna University Examinations

Year Subject
code

Subject name Register No Name

II

MA6351 TRANSFORM AND
PARTIAL
DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS

312416105044 KAMALI NARAYANI P

312416105054 KISHORE P

312416105099 SHARMY S

312416105108 SRIVATCHAN M

EE6302 ELECTROMAGNETIC
THEORY

312416105117 THILAKAVATHY S

III EE6502

MICROPROCESSORS
AND
MICROCONTROLLERS 312415105084 SANGEETHA S

IV

EE6703 SPECIAL ELECTRICAL
MACHINES

312414105045 JERINA MERCY
DARLING G

EE6008

MICROCONTROLLER
BASED SYSTEM
DESIGN 312414105053 KETSY JOY Y V

MG6851

PRINCIPLES OF
MANAGEMENT

312414105117 VENKATA JYOTSNA R

312414105111 SWETHA S

EE6703 SPECIAL ELECTRICAL
MACHINES

312414105109 SUNANTHAA
JAYASEELAN

Subject Topper
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Academic year 2017-2018

ODD Semester

IV YEAR

S.NO REGISTER
NO.

NAME OF THE
STUDENT

1 312414105307 GOKULAKRISHNAN
S

2 312414105071 PRADESH P

3 312414105313 MADHAVARAM S

4 312414105087 RAVINDRA BABU T

III YEAR

S.NO REGISTER
NO.

NAME OF THE
STUDENT

1 312415105027 GOWSIKA M

2 312415105028 GOWTHAM B

3 312415105041 KARTHICK K

4 312415105076 RESHMA G S

5 312415105079 ROSHINI P

6 312415105055 NANDHINI S

7 312415105067 PRAISY GOLD G

8 312415105106 TEENA BIBIANA K

9 312415105109 THIRUMALAIVASAN A

10 312415105112 VARUN BASKARAN B

11 312415105113 VASANTHA KUMAR B

12 312415105118 VIGNESHWARAN J

13 312415105085 SANJANA R

II YEAR

S.
NO

REGISTER
NO.

NAME OF THE
STUDENT

1 312416105011 ARUN P

2 312416105021 DEVARAHINI S

3 312416105022 DEVIKA P

4 312416105030 GEJASRI T

5 312416105041 JAYA RUBY ANGEL

6 312416105301 BINURAJAN

7 312416105051 KESHAV KUMAR V

8 312416105054 KISHORE P

9 312416105057 KRISHNA KUMAR V

10 312416105058 LAVANYA L

11 312416105060 MANIGANDAN N

12 312416105065 MONIGA P

13 312416105069 NARENDAR M

14 312416105072 NITHERSANA S

15 312416105083 PRAVEENA S

16 312416105091 RUBAN VEDARAJ V

17 312416105106 SOWBAKYAM S A

18 312416105113 SURUTHI K

19 312416105120 VETRIRAJAN A N

100% Attendance
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             Academic year 2017-2018

           EVEN  Semester
           II Year

S.NO REGISTER NUMBER NAME OF THE STUDENT

1. 312416105011 ARUN P

2. 312416105021 DEVARAHINI S

3. 312416105022 DEVIKA P

4. 312416105030 GEJASRI T

5. 312416105041 JAYA RUBY ANGEL

6. 312416105301 BINURAJAN

7. 312416105051 KESHAV KUMAR V

8. 312416105054 KISHORE P

9. 312416105057 KRISHNAKUMAR V

10. 312416105058 LAVANYA L

11. 312416105060 MANIGANDAN N

12. 312416105065 MONIGA P

13. 312416105069 NARENDAR M

14. 312416105072 NITHERSANA S

15. 312416105083 PRAVEENA S

16. 312416105091 RUBAN VEDARAJ V

17. 312416105106 SOWBAKYAM S A

18. 312416105113 SURUTHI K

19. 312416105120 VETRIRAJAN A N

100% Attendance
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III Year
S.NO REGISTER NUMBER NAME OF THE STUDENT

1. 312415105011 ARUN JOHNSON J

2. 312415105012 AVINASH H R

3. 312415105027 GOWSIKA M

4. 312415105028 GOWTHAM B

5. 312415105030 HARINI LAXMI P

6. 312415105032 JASUWIN ALLAN J

7. 312415105041 KARTHICK K

8. 312415105043 KEVIN STEWART M

9. 312415105055 NANDHINI S

10. 312415105067 PRAISY GOLD G

11. 312415105069 PRIYADHARSHINI R

12. 312415105076 RESHMA G S

13. 312415105080 RUBAN RAJA A

14. 312415105085 SANJANA R

15. 312415105106 TEENA BIBIANA K

16. 312415105109 THIRUMALAIVASAN A

17. 312415105112 VARUN BASKARAN B

18. 312415105113 VASANTHA KUMAR B

19. 312415105118 VIGNESHWARAN J


